# What's Next

**Remembrance**  
Global Ecosystems Awareness  
Bioregional Networking  
Local Realities - Local Action

**Friday & Saturday - June 17 & 18 - Cortes Island**

## Friday Evening  
7 - 10 PM

- **Challenge & Opportunity** - Accessing Inexhaustible Creative Initiative

  6:45 - 7:30 - **Non Electric Cultural Resilience**  
  Live Music, Contra Dancing & Self Satire

  7:30 - 8:00 - **The Challenge Inventory**  
  Updates & Timing for: Peak Oil, Food Supply, Money, War, Disease, Biotech/Nanotech, Canada/USA Relations, Rule of Law, Etc

  8:00 PM - 10:00 PM  
  **Creative Survival in Interesting Times**  
  Overviewing Possibilities: Individual, Family & Community Resilience  
  Accessing Experience, Wisdom, Intuition & Guidance  
  Transforming Unmanageable Risk, Unplanable Success  
  Spiritual Priorities, Guiding Principles, Practical Ethics  
  Food, Health, Education, Climate, Conscience, Compassion, Community

## Saturday Symposia  
9AM - 9PM

- **Visioning Creative Futures** - Inner Practice & Outer Practicalities

  9:00 AM **Walking the Talk at the Edge**  
  Self Knowledge & Spiritual Practise  
  Beyond Peptide Slavery, Preprocessing Culture Shock

  10:30 - 12:00 AM **Family Matters - A Global Perspective**  
  Matchmaking, Multigenerational Extended Family, Responsibility, Authority, In House Economics, Radical Education

  1:00 PM **Local & Bioregional Organic Food Supply**

  2:00 PM **Radical Regional Resilience**  
  Recycling, Reusing, Reducing Economies of Scale, Micro Economics, Bioregional Trade

  3:00 PM **Locally Appropriate Technologies**  
  Grid Free Energy

  4:00 PM **With or Without Responsible Government**  
  Between Health & Health Insurance  
  Biodiversity, Conservation & Survival

  6:30 PM **Dinner & Dialogue**  
  Wisdom, Guidance, Alchemy & Intuition  
  Leadership, Consensus, Collective Purpose

---

### Venue

- **Friday June 17**
  - **At the Idea Gallery**
  - 7:00 - 10:00 PM

- **Saturday June 18**
  - **At the Idea Gallery**
  - 9:00 AM - 9:00 PM

Next to the Cortes Market at Mansons Landing
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